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Did You Enjoy That? post show surveys andDid You Enjoy That? post show surveys and
GDPRGDPR

What is Did You Enjoy That?What is Did You Enjoy That?

Did You Enjoy That? is a post-show customer satisfaction survey. It is based on a standard set of
questions in order that responses can be aggregated and benchmarked for your organisation
and across the sector as a whole. Areas of feedback include:

• Pricing & value for money
• Enjoyment of the event
• Customer Experience at the venue
• Motivations for attendance
• Marketing Influences
• Demographics
• Qualitative comments

Do I need to obtain consent to send out DYET?Do I need to obtain consent to send out DYET?

Customer satisfaction surveys are considered reasonable under the legal basis of ‘Legitimate
Interests’. Did You Enjoy That? is a customer feedback survey so, unlike direct marketing or
market research communications, does not require consent under GDPR. However, you mayHowever, you may
wish to include in your privacy policy that you periodically seek customer satisfaction feedbackwish to include in your privacy policy that you periodically seek customer satisfaction feedback
and that you do this using 3rd parties.and that you do this using 3rd parties.

What customer data is involved?What customer data is involved?

In order that we can send survey links to your customers, the data held on your ticketing
system is securely transferred to our servers overnight, every night. Your organisation has its
own database, accessible only by you, nominated members of your team and Purple Seven
staff. Information collected includes customer names, contact details and ticketing history.
Within this data is the email address of the ticket buyer to which the survey invitation will be
sent. For this data you remain the Data Controller and Purple Seven is the data processor.

When a customer chooses to complete a survey, the survey responses and metadata including
IP address, device on which the survey was accessed and browser information is collected.

Within the survey itself some questions come under the new ‘Special Category Data’ definition
of the GDPR which includes ‘Race’ and ‘Ethnic Origin.’

All ‘Special Category Data’ that is collected is used at an aggregated level for monitoring industry
trends and, like other data included in the survey responses, is used only for statistical
purposes and not for targeting or identifying an individual.
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How is the data used and who can see what?How is the data used and who can see what?

For all DYET clients, survey response data is made available to better understand if your
customers are happy with the products and services you provide and how you might improve.

PRO clients access this data through their Vital Statistics account where they can run insight
reports on responses gathered by event. All PRO users have unique login credentials giving
them access to their account. The administrator at your organisation can control which of your
team has access at any point. Customer PII is available to view in this platform but is not directly
associated with the survey responses.

Starter DYET users have access to a web-based dashboard to manage which events are
surveyed and view survey responses on aggregate by week. No customer PII is available to view
on this platform.

Purple Seven also aggregates survey responses to create an industry benchmark for customer
satisfaction across the measures being asked. All PII is masked before the creation of this
benchmark.

Purple Seven staff also have access to your account to provide customer support.

There are two versions of Did You EnjoyThere are two versions of Did You Enjoy
That?That? STARTERSTARTER PROPRO

Special Category DataSpecial Category Data Yes Yes

Feedback Insight reporting at event levelFeedback Insight reporting at event level No Yes

Feedback Insight reporting at customerFeedback Insight reporting at customer
levellevel No No

Feedback Insight reporting at aggregateFeedback Insight reporting at aggregate
levellevel Yes Yes

View customer comments (anonymised)View customer comments (anonymised) Yes Yes

Client access to respondent PII (notClient access to respondent PII (not
responses)responses) No Yes

How long is the data retained?How long is the data retained?

As Data Controller, you have full control over when your customer data is deleted. Under GDPR
you will have specified in your privacy policy the period for which you retain customer data and
this can be reflected in both DYET Pro and Starter accounts.

We have introduced new functionality in response to GDPR so your company retention policy
will be adhered to, automatically anonymising customer data held in your database with us
once it meets those criterion. Tell Us Your Retention Period
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Data that has been included in an anonymised form at aggregate level falls outside the GDPR.

Can my customer opt out from being surveyed?Can my customer opt out from being surveyed?

Yes. Just like other email marketing communications the survey invitation has an ‘unsubscribe’
link. If a customer clicks this link, their email address will not be used for any future event
surveys sent from your organisation.

Is the data processed in the EU?Is the data processed in the EU?

Yes, our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia IT. Millennia only uses data centres in the
UK so you are assured that your data will not be held globally. All data centres are accredited to
ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant 10Gbit/s fibre connections.

Is Purple Seven registered with the ICO?Is Purple Seven registered with the ICO?

Yes, our registration number is Z769796X

Our Privacy policy relating to DYETOur Privacy policy relating to DYET

Under GDPR Purple Seven becomes a data controller of the responses given by customers to
the survey questions. For this reason, we have created a separate privacy policy dedicated to
this product and data processed as a consequence of this product.

Privacy_Policy_DYET.pdf
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Hosting & SecurityHosting & Security
Our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia IT. Millennia only uses data centres in the UK so
you are assured that your data will not be held globally. All data centres are accredited to
ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant 10Gbit/s fibre connections.

Only the authorised data centre staff are allowed access, and even Millennia staff have to book
an appointment if they need to visit the facility. No other physical access is allowed.

Where is my data stored?Where is my data stored?

Our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia IT.

Millennia only uses data centres in the UK so you are assured that your data will not be held
globally.

All data centres are accredited to ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant
10Gbit/s fibre connections.

Servers are located in the UK:

LeicesterLeicester

DC4 Leicester, Iomart Hosting Ltd, 16 Berkley St, Leicester, LE1 4AT

NottinghamNottingham

Iomart Nottingham, 2-6 Fishergate, Nottingham, NG1 1FY

Millennia's server infrastructure benefits from:
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Data Centre TrafficData Centre Traffic

All traffic is routed through the data centre’s barrier hardware firewall and scrubbed of many
types of attacks before it reaches Purple Seven’s private firewall, let alone the network behind
it. MillenniaIT monitors and reacts to attacks on this system as part of the general service to it’s
customers.

The Millennia infrastructure that hosts the Purple Seven cloud employs a barrier hardware HA
firewall which utilises an advanced threat model with Intrusion Prevention Services and a Layer
7 aware application traffic filter that scans traffic real time at up to 1Gbps. It filters potential
malware and exploit attempts before being forwarded to the Purple Seven specific internal
firewall.

The internal firewall is from a different vendor to the external one, which helps mitigate traffic
that may have been missed by the algorithms of the initial scan and helps capture more exploit
attempts.

In both cases the systems are active Intrusion Prevention as opposed to detection in that they
actively block identified malicious traffic as well as alert on it, and will protect against attacks
such as cross scripting and SQL injection before they reach the webservers.

We have full DDoS mitigation for a volumetric attack in the tens of Gbps to stop the service
being taken down by overwhelming the Internet connection with traffic.
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Intrusion DetectionIntrusion Detection

MillenniaIT constantly monitors our entire secure environment and responds to attacks
detected by the hardware firewall.

Purple Seven receives immediate emails from the software firewall if an event has taken place
that requires notification.

We receive a daily summary of the firewall activity via email. Purple Seven Directors receives a
monthly management executive report.

Firewall LoggingFirewall Logging

The firewall logs are held on the device and only deleted when the log partition looks like it will
fill up. We therefore have the ability to retrospectively identify issues that may have occurred.

Secure Data TransferSecure Data Transfer

Our proprietary software application - the Daily Data Extractor (DDX) - is compatible with most
ticketing systems in use in the UK.

Overnight, every night it transfers customer and ticketing data from your ticketing server -
which might be hosted by your ticketing provider or local) to our secure servers.

Data is extracted using the automated software from the ticketing database. You are able to
restrict access to the database tables that we are allowed to read from. Software extracts data,
encrypts and compresses before sending securely over SSL. Data is sent via SSL tunnel to a
webservice hosted on our private domain. This is secured by an SSL certificate providing 2048
bit encryption.

On our servers, your organisation has its own database that can only be accessed by trained
Purple Seven staff or by nominated members of your team through a front end application (if
you have a subscription with us).
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Anonymisation and RetentionAnonymisation and Retention

What does GDPR say about retention?What does GDPR say about retention?

The GDPR does not specify maximum or minimum time periods that personal data should be
held, instead it says:

Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for longer than is
necessary for that purpose or those purposes.

This is the fifth data protection principle. In practice, it means that you will need to:

• review the length of time you keep personal data;
• consider the purpose or purposes you hold the information for in deciding whether (and for

how long) to retain it;
• securely delete information that is no longer needed for this purpose or these purposes;

and
• update, archive or securely delete information if it goes out of date.

A bit like keeping a tidy desk, it is good practice to regularly review the data you hold and
archive or anonymise those data you no longer have a need to keep.

Read the Guidance

What is Anonymisation?What is Anonymisation?

Anonymisation removes all the personally identifiable information from your customer records
so no living individual could be identified were that data to be accessed.

By anonymising your data, you will still maintain important business information about sales to
feed into your reporting and planning, whilst remaining GDPR compliant.

If you delete customer records, business information is lost unnecessarily.

When should I do it?When should I do it?

Each organisation has a different customer retention pattern and we would strongly advise that
you find out what that is before making a decision on your retention period. Some
organisations' customers lapse after 12-18 months, others might 6-7 years.

For Vital Statistics clients, we have written a simple report you can run on your customer
database to identify your lapse rate. We have also developed additional functionality to
automatically anonymise your data held in VS in line with your published retention period.

Tell us what your retention period is, and we will do the rest.

If you are not a VS client, call us on 0203 0211 622 for more information.
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How to Anonymise my dataHow to Anonymise my data

DO NOT DELETE YOUR CUSTOMER RECORDS!

By deleting your customer records you will lose valuable information about sales unnecessarily.
Instead, we recommend that you anonymiseanonymise the bits of information in the customer record that
make it personally identifiable with the hash symbol, including the date the anonymisation took
place in at least one field.

For example:For example:

John Smith might become ####15MAY2018####

Big House ####

Main Road ####

Cityville ####

XY43 9PP XY43 9##

Considerations:Considerations:

1. Be Aware of leaving information that could unintentionally identify a customer e.g. check
notes fields, customer service comments, complaints etc.

2. Ensure all look-ups are anonymised - for example if you had downloaded a complete list of
your customer database into Excel and there is the customer reference number against
their name and address - then the ticketing system is NOT anonymised because the
customer reference number could still be used as a lookup against that excel file.

3. Could the data you are keeping be combined with other data to identify an individual? An
example could be that you keep the postcode or you have appended the latitude and
longitude of the customers address - on it's own that data doesn't reveal the customers
address - but as soon as you combine that with other data (i.e. an address lookup file that
has Lat Long against it) - you now have the customers address, which under GDPR would
reasonably constitute PI

Which bits of data are not PII?Which bits of data are not PII?

Any information that cannotcannot be used to identify an individual does notdoes not need to be anonymised.

For example, once you have anonymised the customer contact house name or number and
customer name, you may choose to keep the postcode. This decision should be taken based on
your organisations attitude to risk and the likelihood of a lone postcode being accessed and
used maliciously.

KEEP YOUR SALES DATA!

With the customer contact information removed, the sales data is still of value to your
organisation so do not delete this.
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FAQsFAQs

Is Purple Seven a data processor or a data controller?Is Purple Seven a data processor or a data controller?

For our clients, we act as a data processor meaning that we process your customer data on
your behalf, in accordance with our Standard Terms and Conditions.

For our staff and job applicants, we are a data controller.

Have you appointed a Data Protection Officer?Have you appointed a Data Protection Officer?

Any queries about our data protection policies and processes can be directed to Data Privacy
Manager.

How do you comply with the requirements of the GDPRHow do you comply with the requirements of the GDPR
principles?principles?

Data security is at the very core of who we are and what we do. Having the largest dataset of
consumers and arts & culture behaviour comes with a significant responsibility to ensure that
we have world class security in place.

But security isn’t just about ensuring that the data is stored in a secure location. It’s about
ensuring that all areas of potential risk are mitigated against to the highest level to ensure that
our clients data will always be safe.

We’ve invested heavily in a highly secure infrastructure. We have our own private cloud, use two
factor authentication, our staff are well trained, we have robust polices in place, we have a
professional firm proactively and constantly monitoring for unusual activity, you are
empowered to raise concerns without judgment or recrimination, we stay up-to-date with the
latest legislation and threats, and above all we are never complacent.

When our clients send us their data, they can be sure that we will safeguard it just as well as
they do – and in the majority of cases we provide a far superior level of security.

Will I be notified in the event of a breach?Will I be notified in the event of a breach?

If we discover a breach, the data controller concerned will be notified. We have a robust breach
management procedure that all our staff are familiar with.

If you discover a breach involving your usage of our systems, we ask that you contact us at the
earliest opportunity so that we can help contain the impact.

email us or call 0203 0211 644
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How do you handle subject access requests?How do you handle subject access requests?

Purple Seven acts as a data processor on behalf of its clients so we are not able to process SARs
on your behalf. If we receive a SAR from one of your customers we will forward the request to
you.

We have available a number of audit reports within Vital Statistics that may assist you in
responding to a SAR.

How do you ensure you meet the privacy by designHow do you ensure you meet the privacy by design
requirements?requirements?

User SystemsUser Systems

Security and privacy has been built into all our systems from the beginning of Purple Seven and
have been upgraded over time.

Client accounts have unlimited users, each with their own login credentials so there is no
financial reason for a client to share login details and we strongly discourage this.

Each client can nominate an Administrator for their account who can manage all user accounts
- creating new ones and deleting old ones as staff change.

NEW IN 2018 We have introduced user permission profiles so an Administrator can decide if
users are able to see and / or download customer data. This adds a further level of checks and
balances for your organisation to manage your customer data.

P7 InfrastructureP7 Infrastructure

The infrastructure on which our client systems are accessed is cloud based. As such, no
customer data is ever downloaded or stored onto local computers.

Access to the infrastructure is only available to trained staff at Purple Seven and, on occasion,
sub-contractors working under contract with Purple Seven. All are trained and experienced in
their fields or data analysis or software development.

All 'back end' systems require two factor authentication to be accessed.

Where is my data stored?Where is my data stored?

Our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia IT.

Millennia only uses data centres in the UK so you are assured that your data will not be held
globally.

All data centres are accredited to ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant
10Gbit/s fibre connections.
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Servers are located in the UK:

LeicesterLeicester

DC4 Leicester, Iomart Hosting Ltd, 16 Berkley St, Leicester, LE1 4AT

NottinghamNottingham

Iomart Nottingham, 2-6 Fishergate, Nottingham, NG1 1FY

Millennia's server infrastructure benefits from:

Should I have a Data Sharing agreement with you?Should I have a Data Sharing agreement with you?

No. Purple Seven is a data processor and acts only on your behalf. As such, you require a
Processing Agreement and this is encapsulated within our Standard T&C's. This document sets
out the purpose for us having the data, what we will do with it, how it is managed while we have
it and what happens at the end of the agreement.

Purple Seven does not share your data unless you instruct us to.Purple Seven does not share your data unless you instruct us to. If that is the case, for example
you share information with Touring Companies or your regional Audience Development
Agency, the sharing agreement explaining what you will share, the legal basis and purpose for
the share etc, will be between your organisation and the recipient of your data.

We will ask you to complete a Data Sharing InstructionData Sharing Instruction which is a brief form outlining your
instruction to us to share your data. This will be kept on file as part of our audit process.

What is the journey of my data?What is the journey of my data?

We have developed a small software application called the Daily Data Extractor (DDX) that is
compatible with most ticketing systems in use in the UK.

Overnight, every night it transfers customer and ticketing data from your ticketing server -
which might be hosted by your ticketing provider or local) to our secure servers.

Data is extracted using the automated software from the ticketing database. You are able to
restrict access to the database tables that we are allowed to read from. Software extracts data,
encrypts and compresses before sending securely over SSL. Data is sent via SSL tunnel to a
webservice hosted on our private domain. This is secured by an SSL certificate providing 2048
bit encryption.

On our servers, your organisation has its own database that can only be accessed by trained
Purple Seven staff or by nominated members of your team through a front end application (if
you have a subscription with us).
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